Total Recall

Task: 12
Sector: B27

Solution
CRANEA eyes only
Overlay the transparency on the answer sheet. Geometric symbols (from
the part marked step 1) overlay some letters from the solutions to task
11, while numerical digits (from the part marked step 2) overlay some
letters from the solutions to tasks 1-10, as shown below.
As hinted by the flavortext, the first
step is to look for the letters
overlayed by the symbols in the
corresponding story text. Curiously,
each letter only appears once in the
corresponding paragraph (see
following pages). The words
containing those letters are:
COVERED ANSWER CHARACTER AND
CORRESPONDING COVERING DIGIT
MINUS TASK NUMBER
For each overlayed letter, add the
corresponding digit from the
transparency and subtract the task
number:
A+1-1=A
A+4-2=C
R+5-3=t
E+8-4=I
R+2-5=O
M+7-6=N
N+1-7=H
E+8-8=E
S+8-9=R
S+6-10=O
The final answer is ACTION HERO.

O

There's a man in a black leather jacket and dark sunglasses walking in the
park by himself, carrying several papers under his arm. He appears
unusually apprehensive, frequently checking behind himself, likely making
sure he isn't being trailed. But as he turns his head, a page falls. He walks
away -- he didn't realize that it had fallen.
"Assignment: Cattleship", it reads in large title-sized text.
Seems very fishy. Keep him covered as he walks -- he's currently walking
near grid P16.

S

"I know everything about your operation!" you bluff, unveiling your CRANEA
photo ID. "If you give up now and help me, the government will give you
immunity. Answer me!"
"I didn't do anything! I don't know anything!"
You grab another piece of paper the man had been carrying and immediately
recognize it -- a blueprint of an internet data center, with the main power
generator highlighted in orange.
"Intent to blow up a data center. Level five felony. You're looking at a
decade in the lockup, minimum. That what you want?"
"I don't know what you're talking about! I'm an architect! I'm delivering a
blueprint to a client..."
Running low on patience and time, you elbow him in the neck, knocking him
out cold, and you take the leather jacket. In a pocket, you find an ID card
with the name Max Pine, and a note reading, "meet Agent X at McEnery Park
when you're done". You place a hidden tracking device on Max, and head to
grid coordinate P12 to meet the agent.

H

You spy a suspicious-looking character wearing a suit and leaning against a
pole in McEnery Park. It must be Max's agent. You walk nearer, wearing
Max's jacket and dark sunglasses:
"Agent X?"
"You're late. Did you exorcise our demons?"
"Of course," you bluff,
"Blueprints were perfect."

successfully

masking

your

utter

confusion.

"Great." Agent X pulls out a BlackBerry and types in a code. "I just set
detonation for sixty minutes from now, to give us some time to get away from
Twitter's data center before... you know."
Agent X starts to walk away, but you take out your weapon and fire. An
attack against Twitter will not stand! You take (now deceased) Agent X's
BlackBerry. You must find a way to disable detonation before Twitter is
destroyed forever. Starving, you walk over to a nearby deli at F18 to
figure it out.

N

You use the BlackBerry to check the status of @TwitterSecurityGuards,
where you see that their last update was a half hour ago. You assume they
are all dead and that the bomb is placed. You have very little time to crack
the code. It is quite cryptic, but you are ultimately successful. You type the
password: TOPSECRET. You see the BlackBerry flash twice, followed by a
"Bomb Disabled" message.
You've stopped the attack, but still have little idea why the terrorists had
targeted Twitter. With X already dead from your bullet, Max -- who
presumably placed the bomb -- is your sole lead. You check his tracker to
see if he's awake yet, if he's moved from the alcove outside Adobe. Yep... he's
moved. His last whereabouts are by the pool at F6. Get there before it's
too late!

G

So Max was already dead, face down in the pool, with a bullet wound in his
back. You realize his death could only mean that his superiors already knew
their plan was compromised. And they needed to eliminate Max because he
could expose the whole plot.
You search Max's body and find a newspaper rolled up in his pants pocket,
completely soaked. You unroll it carefully. Fortunately the text is still
decipherable -- it's the San Jose Mercury News from July 13. The headline
article discusses Costa Rican protesters who were corresponding with one
another on Twitter in order to coordinate their (successful) revolution.
Below it, you can barely make out a handwritten note: "We can't let this
happen to us."
You check the bottom corner of the newspaper, and find a sticker with the
newspaper's delivery address. Jackpot. Head over to that location -- the
carousel at K5, to try to find the operative who killed Max.

"I identified a criminal behind the Twitter plan. His name is Medium. Can the
CRANEA database find anything? Where's he been lately?"

O

"Sure thing, Jack," the CRANEA agent at headquarters replies. Let's see...
Medium. Address... birth date... registered vehicles... traffic cameras that
have seen his license plate lately... There! A CCTV camera covering a public
parking garage saw his car enter at 12:38 PM, and the car hasn't left yet. "
Find the parking garage at grid F16, and walk upstairs. The car is at the 4th
level.

You take out a skeleton key from your pocket and jimmy the door open. On
the driver's seat, there's a briefcase with a three digit combination lock.

G

Impatient, you set it on the pavement, and blow off the lock with your
sidearm. Inside the briefcase, you discover a file folder labeled
"Constitution of the State of California." There are hundreds upon
hundreds of sections and clauses, many of them circled or underlined, but
the text is too dense for you to understand what they mean or what they
could have to do with Twitter. You take photos of each section with your
Blackberry and email them to the only constitutional scholar you know -Barack Obama. Maybe he'll be able to tell you what they mean.
As you look for somewhere to wait for the owner to return to his car, your
Blackberry vibrates. Obama already? No, it's from CRANEA.
"We've connected the security feeds from San Jose for the past few hours,
and have tracked the movements of that car's driver since he parked it. He's
on a bench in Cesar Chavez Plaza now. Should we position a Marine?"
"No. I'll handle him," you reply.
Head over to Cesar Chavez Plaza at location M21.

N

You boot up the laptop. It's XP. You type the password -- "goose" -- all too
easy. You search the file system for clues that might somehow relate to the
Twitter bomb plot. Hmm... Explorer says that last file the user edited was
"Mexico.pdf". You double-click it, but Acrobat says it's password-protected.
F***, you swear, just as your Blackberry beeps. It's Barack Obama.
"Jack, I read through those legal files you recovered from the car at the
garage. Well, I was particularly surprised by the clause they highlighted,
which says that if the state ever defaults, the creditors take over. Plus, if
1 creditor has the majority share of the debt, that creditor becomes the
state. I just checked the records... as it is, Mexico has already purchased
51% of the state's debt. So either the state pays its bills, or the US could
be back to 50 minus 1 states..."
Mexico! So that password-protected file is the key, after all.
Take the laptop to tech ops outside the SJ Rep atK26 to crack the PDF
password.

Tech ops unlocks the PDF. Inside: photos of the book "History of the
Southwest 1840-1850", seemingly borrowed from SJSU's historic
collection. You peruse the text:

A

In 1848, Mexico ceded the territory which would become the
southwestern US for only $15 million. Gen. Robert M. Ford left
Denver on July 14, 1848 with four other soldiers (who were,
serendipitously, his four sons), escorting the $15 million in
gold bullion to Mexico City. They completed their task
successfully, returning to Denver on July 19. However, the five
soldiers soon died mysteriously, with their bodies found in
thetoolshednext to their house.
Round trip from Denver to Mexico City in under one week? Impossible. They
most likely took the gold for themselves, then hoped the government of
Mexico never noticed the missing gold bullion shipment. Whoever checked
out this book must know this too. But you wonder: how does this fit in to
the Twitter plot? To secession?
See who borrowed the book. Go to F29. Fourth floor.

M

On the sixth floor, you find a door labeled "Library Records" and quietly
slip inside, where you find dozens upon dozens of shelves filled with files
on every book in the library, sorted by call number. Next to "Zoosofthe
World" is the file on "History of the Southwest 1840-1850." You look inside
to see who checked it out. There'sonly one person on the list:
Arnold Schwarzenegger
So the Governator is behind this! But why? You need to put two and two
(and two and two and two) together. Go to grid coordinate B27 to think
things over and unravel the conspiracy.

